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News
EASME Sustainable Investment Forum
The Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (EASME) holds the third event in the series of
Sustainable Energy Investment Forums (SEIF) on 30 March
2017 in Brussels. The event will demonstrate that energy
efficiency can be financed on a large scale through the
mobilisation of private financing. It will display initiatives
from the local, national and European level, most of them
funded under the Horizon 2020 Energy Efficiency
programme. Read more

EASME webinars: public procurement and
innovative financing
On Wednesday 22 March 2017, the Executive Agency for
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (EASME) organises
three webinars on the public procurement of innovative
solutions and innovative financing for energy efficiency
investments. Read more

BUILD UP and BUILD UP Skills join forces
BUILD UP and BUILD UP skills are delighted to announce
their merger. The two European Commission initiatives
will combine content and practical expertise about
training and skills. Read more

Follow our webinar: Quality management within
building commissioning
On Thursday 27 April, BUILD UP organises a webinar on
solutions and strategies for quality and data management
in new buildings with a particular focus on Building
Commissioning Process. The webinar will present
examples from the QUANTUM project. Read more

BUILD UP attends WSED 2017
The BUILD UP PR Desk attended the World Sustainable
Energy Days 2017 in Wels, Austria. Read a wrap-up of the
conference on our website. Read more
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conference on our website. Read more

News from our partners
Energy Cities Annual Conference
The Energy Cities Conference on 26-28 April will be held
in Stuttgart, a city well-known for its industrial activity
and its foresighted climate and energy policy. The city will
serve as a learning place on the societal, cultural,
economic and technological shifts that come with the
energy transition. Read more

Practices
Energy efficiency subsidy schemes in Central and
Eastern Europe
As part of the REELIH project, Habitat for Humanity and
the Metropolitan Research Institute have published a
study on subsidy schemes for large scale renovations of
multi-apartment buildings in Central and Eastern Europe.
The study analyses national subsidy schemes in
Hungary, Poland, Romania and Slovakia. Read more

Learn
What can be said about a smartness indicator?
Our section 'Ask the experts' raises the question what
should be understood as the smartness indicator,
a concept instroduced in the Clean Energy for All
Europeans package. Read more

Events
Lighting europe
Summit

Smart eco-building and
social housing: from
design to reality

REGENERATION Living building
challenge

Brussels

27 April 2017, Vienna

26-29 April 2017,

The European Lighting
summit, held by BUILD UP
partner Lighting Europe,
discusses innovative
energy and intelligent
lighting. Read more

The EU-funded projects
EU-GUGLE, SINFONIA and
SMARTER TOGETHER will
share results and on
smart refurbishment
solutions for social
housing. Read more

30 March 2017,

Trento
Three teams of young
professionals are called to
develop the sustainable
requalification of an
existing public building. Read more

Tell us what you do! Propose content on BUILD UP
or contact us directly pr@buildup.eu.
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